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Remote Learning! 

During remote learning, we will be setting out learning just as 
we do in school. Every day there will be a message from your 

teacher alongside a visual timetable which outlines the   
learning for that day. 

Every day you will be receiving Maths, English and reading 
along with spellings, VIPERS and TT Rockstars. In addition to 
this, there will be a number of different curriculum activities 

such as RE, Computing, DT, PE, PSHE/SMSC and much more. 

We have tried to keep the timetable as similar to the normal 
school day as possible. It is extremely important that you 

complete this learning and try your very best. Please don’t 
worry if there is something you are not sure of. You can     

message us during the morning and we can try our best to 
support you.  

English  

During our remote learning, we will be completing lots 
of tasks that will lead up to writing a newspaper report. 

We will be looking at the features of a newspaper,    
dialogue, sentence starters and tense. The newspaper 
report will be following the Spiderman theme but will 

be based on a new stimulus. 

We will be following the writing process by exploring 
some of the key grammatical and structural features of 

other genres. We will then be generating our own    
ideas before planning and writing. 

 

 

 

 

Book recommendation 
Poetry  

Now is a great time to expand your 
poetry knowledge and listen to 
some poets reading you their      

favourite poems. Click on the link 
below to take you to a poet names 
Michael Rosen. There are plenty to 

chose from! 

https://www.michaelrosen.co.uk/
videos/  

 

You could also dig out some of your 
own, your parents or your siblings’ 
poetry books and read some in a 
quiet place… or if you are feeling 
really brave, you could practice 
them and perform them to your 

family like a performance!  

Homework  
A homework menu will be          

provided each half term which 
can found on our class page. 

These tasks will cover a range of 
skills.  

 

Children can choose as many 
additional tasks  as they like to 

fit in  with their busy schedules at 
home. 



PE 

Our PE days will be on a    
Thursday and Friday this half 

term.  We shall be focussing on 
gymnastics, performing        

different balances, jumps and 
putting these skills into a     
number of sequences. 

During your brain breaks, you 
may also wish to exercise. You 
may want to do a Joe Wicks 

workout which will keep you fit 
and healthy during this               

lockdown. 

Ensure you keep your heart 
rate up whilst exercising but the 
most important part is to have 

fun! 

Maths Vocabulary 

 

Multiplication  
Division 
Remainder 
Forma Method 
Long Multiplication  

Area 
Perimeter  
Covers 
Square centimetre (cm²)   
Square metre (m²) 
Square millimetres (mm²) 
 
Fraction 
Numerator 
Denominator 
Mixed Number 
Improper fraction  
Multiple  
Equivalent 
 

We look forward to seeing 
you all again soon and 
working alongside you 

and your family.  

Miss Cartwright and Miss Cos-
way  

 

Maths 

This half term, we will be continuing to learn about                   
multiplication and division.  We will also be building our 
knowledge from Year 4 about perimeter and area and        

fractions.  

In multiplication and division we will be recapping how to     
multiply two and three digit numbers by a one digit number. 

We will then move on to learn how to multiply four digit       
numbers by one digit numbers.  This will help us as we learn how 

to multiply 2 digit numbers by 2 digit numbers using a formal 
written    method.  For division, we will be dividing up for        
four-digit numbers by one and learning how to interpret         

remainders.  

In Perimeter and Area we will be recapping how to calculate 
these and to compare area and perimeters of shapes.  For 
fractions, we will be learning how to read, write, order and 

compare fractions. In Year 5 we will be looking how to 
do this with fractions with different denominators.  

Please continue to practice TT Rockstars at home!  

 

Spellings  

All children will be        
given spelling 
words to learn 
each  Friday.   

These should be                    
practised as often 
as possible using 
the look, cover, 
check method. 

Have a pen and 
paper ready for the 

spelling lessons. 

 

Partnership Books 

      Children are encouraged to read at home 
every day and to make a note in their           

partnership book every time they read. Record 
your daily read on ClassDojo using the tutorial 

on Class Story to help you do this.  

Please continue to do this, as this will be       
monitored when we get back into the         

classroom. After every 20 reads, they will get 
one step closer to space and will be rewarded 

with a token which they can 
‘spend’ on prizes and, of course, 

books!  

 


